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ABSTRACf
TI" prl30lt study ttaminm Iht uUdi01l.Jhip /x11lJt'~" hy/moliUlbiliI)'. di.wx:ialiuil)', ami plumommologirol o.pnima. Subj«ts (B-1}))

compktm Iht! Dissorialivt: Experimus Smk (DES), Iht'l exJH':ri"'ICtd
Ihi' !-Imvard sNllt! jmllielioll, lIllll colI/pletetllhi' Phmoll/e1lOlogical
E:~/JeIit'1lee IlIumtvl)' wei). Two three (hig/I, medillm, and low dissoei(/tiue~) X three (/Iigh, IIUdiulII, and low slIseeplibles) mllilivar;ali' ANOlfASf0ltowetl U)' lwiull/iate ,INOVAS Oil IIIi' 14 mi,wralld
12 major PCI (limlmsi01I.J rf!fM(Jlm significalll main effeets for (lissociativit), ami sl15uptibilil)', but 110 interaction tJlects. Tilt! /"dlilts
Sllggut somt! common alld SOTM tliJInrot phmommoJogiml n.:pni""US for groups IxlSnl on Iht DES a"d Hanmrd scak. Subj«lj' wlw
wt'J"e high 0" boih characleristiCj achieved Iht highesl kutl of h)1r
,widal state.

Thc prcscllt sludy examined thc relationship betwcen
dissociativity, hypnotizability, and phcnomenological experience obtained during a Ilypnotic induction. Dissociativity
was measured by Ikmsrcin and Putnam's (1986) Dissociative
Exlx:rience Scale (DES); hypnotil,;lbilit}' by Shorand Orne's
(1962) Harvard Croup Sc-.de ofl-l)'pnotic Susceptibility, Fonn
A (I-IGSI-IS:A); and phenomenological experience b)' Pekala's
(1982/1991 b) Phenomenology ofConsciolisness In\'elliory
(PCI). To the ,lUthors' knowledge there h;n'e been no S1ud·
ies which have examined whether the cap;\city to dissociate

imeracl..S with hn}l1otil.abililY in determining phenomena-logical expericnce as measured b)' Ihe 1><:1. We also examined the relationship between dissuciati"ity and hrpllOtiz+
ability, a subjcct that has intercsted lIlany investigators (sec
C;ulson, 1994) givcn that data were available 011 these variables in lhe prescm stud),.

HYPNOTIZABILITY, DlSSOClATIVITI', At'lD PCI
Pekala and his colleagues (sec Pebla 1991a) have
shown tllat phcllOlllenological variables, as measllred b)' the
I'CI (Pckala. 1982/1991), consistentl)' discrimin;lle a)
bcn\'een ;111 eyes-c1oscd and a hypnolic condition, and b)
among high, Illcdillln, and low susceptiblc groups (asscssed
by IlGSIlS:A). It mar be noted lhattbe I'CI W;L'i cornpleLCd in
reference to a time inten~11 during the administration of the
Harvard scale when thc subjects were asked MjustlO conlinuc to experience the Slate }'ou are in now. ~
Using the above not(.'<IlIlethodoIO!,"}', Kumarand Pekala
(1988) reponed thatlhe induction (HGSHS:A), \'is-:l-\'is the
eres-c1osed condition, was associated with significantl)'
decreased positive affecl (jo)', lovc. sexual excitement), negative affecl (anger and sadness), decreased im;\gcry (amount
and vividllcss), st:ll:a\\';lrcness, internal dialogue. I'alionaliry, volilional control, memory, and arousal (increased relaxalion). The induction condition \\'as also associatcd with
increased altered experiences invoh'ing bod)' image, time
sense. perception, and Stale ofaw'lrencss. Compal'ing high,
mediulll, ,md low susceptibles across c}'cs closed siuing (Iuictl)' (baseline), the)' found tllat the highs, relalive 10 lows,
reponed significantl)'grealcrahenllions in Ixxt)'imagc, time
sense, meaning, and ahered state of awareness. Mediums,
relative 10 lows, reponed significantl), grcater alten.Hions in
body image and Sl,ate of ;lwarencss. For the hypnotic condition, the highs and mediums, relatil'c to lows, reponed significantl)' greater absorbed atlention, altered experience
(bod)' image, time scnsc. perception. meaning), alterations
in the s....ne ofawareness. Ilighs and mcdiums, relalive 10 lows,
also reponed signific.·llltly less image!)' \·ividness. self-awareness, ralionalit)', volitional cOlllrol. and memor)', Highs, relali\"C to mediums, reponed significantl}' more altered experiencc (pcrception, meaning) and :tbsorption, and significaml}' less rationality, \'olilional control, and memory.
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In other studies (1986, 1989) Pekala and Kumar compared the pattern of associations among the 12 major
dimensions of the PCl for high and low susceptible subjects.
They noted that there was a greater number of significant
correlations among the low susceptibles relative to the high
susceptibles, suggesting a dissociation or segregation among
the subsystems of consciousness for the latter group in a manner analogous to turning off pain by men tally separating the
hand from the body, or suffering amnesia for traumatic experiences.
Dissociative ability has been regarded as characteristic
of hypnosis (Bower, 1992; Hilgard, 1986). However, given
the low correlation between DES and hypnotizability, they
are often regarded as different, but somewhat overlapping,
characteristics (Carlson, 1994). Thus, itwas ofinterest to the
present study to see if the ability to dissociate interacts with
hypnotizability in determining phenomenological experience. It is possible that the phenomenological experience
differences between high, medium, and low susceptibility may
depend upon the levels of dissociativity.
Phenomenological experience was evaluated in two
ways in the present tudy - one by subjects' ratings on each
of the 14 minor and 12 major PCI dimensions, and the other
by computing hypnoidal scores from 10 of the 26 PCl dimensions using a regression equation computed by Pekala and
Kumar (1987). The equation generates predicted Harvard
scores which range between-.7I and 11.77 (usually between
1 and 9). A high hypnoidal score, according to Pekala and
agler (1989), is reflective of a subjective trance achieved
by high susceptible subjects during hypnosis. A score of7 or
above was defined as indicative of "hypnoidal state"; since
subjects scoring 10 or above on the Harvard scale averaged
7 on the hypnoidal score (see also Pekala, 1995). In one application of hypnoidal scores, Pekala and Forbes (1988) found
that although for high susceptibles hypnoidal scores did not
differ significantly when progressive relaxation and hypnosis were compared, for low susceptibles higher hypnoidal
scores were obtained during progressive relaxation than during hypnosis. They found tllat high susceptibles scored higher than lows during bOtll progressive relaxation and hypnosis.
Thus, they suggested that progressive relaxation may serve
as an indirect hypnotic technique for the low susceptible subjects who might find a formal induction, such as the Harvard,
distracting.

DISSOCIATIVITY AND HYPNOTIZABILITY
The correlation between hypnotizability (assessed by
Harvard scale) and dissociativity (assessed by DES) tends to
be quite low. Frischholz et al. (1992) noted that the co'rrelation between HGSHS:A and DES was .12 (p- < .05) Nadon,
Hoyt, Register, and Kihlstrom (1991) found a correlation of
.14 (p- < .05). Smyser and Baron (1993), using the Stanford
Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Form C (SHSS; Weitzenhoffer

& Hilgard, 1962) noted that it correlated .26 (p- < .01) with
the overall DES score. Carlson (1994) cited Westergaard et
al. (1991) and Campbell Perry' (1986) unpublished data
which show correlations of.03 and .61 between DES and hypnotizability, respectively.
Smyser and Baron (1993) found that DES correlated ,44
(p- < .01) with absorption, as measured with the Tellegen and
Atkinson's (1974) absorption scale (TAS), a trait correlated
with hypnotizability. Frischholz et al. (1991) found tllat the
DES correlated .39 (p- < .001) with the TAS, while Nadon et
al. (1991) reported a correlation of .70. In contrast to the
DES-TAS correlations, the DES-hypnotizability and TAs-hypnotizability correlations tend to be lower (see Bowers, 1994).
Carlson and Putnam (1989) suggested that these two
scales tap different domains of behavior. While the hypnotizability measures tap "alterations in motor, sensory, and cognitive functions," the DES measures aspects of "memory,
awareness, identity, cognitions, and perceptions" (Carlson,
1994, p. 47). The DES measures the "lack of integration of
thoughts, feelings, and experiences into the stream of consciousness" (Carlson et aI., 1993, p. 1030). According to
Carlson (1994), while the DES measures everyday experiences
that are "spontaneous and involuntary," the hypnotizability
scales measure an individual's capacity to experience suggested phenomena in a clinical or experimental context
rather tllan his/her capacity to experience "spontaneous
alterations in consciousness" in everyday life (p. 47).
Furthermore, what the DES measures may va.ry ,,~th the kind
of population tested; in non-dinical population the scores
may be more reflective ofabsorption and imaginative involvement, whereas in the clinical population they may measure
a wide range of dissociative experiences (p,45).
Given the above line of reasoning, Carlson (1994) suggested that the DES-hypnotizability correlations would tend
to be low. However, citing Perry's unpublished work which
found a correlation of .61 between the DES and SHSS, Form
C, she noted that Perry identified three separate groups of
low, medium, and high susceptibility and tllen computed the
DES-hypnotizability correlation. The effect ofsuch grouping
was to increase the numbers of subjects in the high and low
groups and consequently to increase the value of the correlation. Furthermore, she indicated that Perry also found that
the mean DES scores for the three susceptibility groups were
10.3, 18.5, and 30.8, suggesting that while low dissociators
tend to be low susceptibles, highs tend to be highs.
In an earlier paper, reviewing the work of Perry (1986)
and Zamansky and Bartis (1984), Carlson and Putnam
(1989) noted that while the highly dissociative individuals
tend to be highly susceptible, low or moderately dissociative
individuals could show any degree of hypnotizability (p.35).
The issue of the relationship between the DES and hypnotizabilityappears to be complex and perhaps dependent upon
the criteria employed by different investigators and perhaps
also on the nature of the population studied. It may also call
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for further research to standardize the delinitions of high,
medium, and low dissociative as well as susceptible individuals.
Given that both the DES and Harvard Scale were
employed in the present study, il was decided to explore the
relationship between the two variables in addition to looking at their interaction in determining phenomenological
experience.

Procedure

METHOD

Participa"ts
Participants were 435 Introductory PsydlOlo~n'students
who participated in the prcsentsludy t.o fulfill a departmental
research requirement. However, participation was voluntary
inasmuch as the students could participate in allY ongoing
departmental research project. Subjects were free to with·
draw from the study at any time with impunity.
Material
I) The Harvard Croup Scale of Hypnotic SltscejJtibi/il)'
(HGSHS:A; Shor & Orne, 1962) was used to assess
hypnotic susceptibility for groups of subjects.

2) The PlumomellolofJ)' of Consciousness Inve1ltOlY (PCI;
Pekala 1982/199Ib) was used lO map phenomenological experience. The PCI is a 55-item self-repon
instrument that is completed retrospectively in reference to a preccding stimulus condition. 11 comprises the following 12 m-uor and 14 minor dimensions of consciousness: Positive Affect Uoy, sexual
excitement, & love), Negative Affcct (anger, sadncss,
& fear), Altered Experience (body image, time
sense, perception, & meaning), Visual Imagery
(amount, vividness), Auention (direction-inward,
absorption), Self.Awareness, Internal Dialogue,
Rationality, Volitional Control, Memory, and Arousal
(relaxation) .
The PCI has been shown TO have adequate construct, discriminant (Kumar & Pekala, 1988, 1989;
Pekala, 1991a; Pekala & Forbes, 1988; Pekala &
Kumar, 1986, 1989; Pekala, Steinberg, & Kumar,
1986), and predictive validity (Forbes & Pekala, 1993;
Pekala, 1991a; Pekala & Kumar, 1984, 1987).
3)

sistency and test-retest reliability. There is also sufficient evidcnce of convergent and discriminant
validitr and its ability to discriminate among individuals wilh dissociative and psychotic disorders and
normal controls (c.g., Carlson et aI., 1993; Carlson
& Putnam, 1993; Eliason, Ross, i\hyran, & Sainton,
1994; Frischholzetal., 1990, 1991, 1992; Ross, Rran,
Voigt, & Eide, 1991).

The Dissociative Experiertces Scale (DES) (Bernstein &
PUUlam, 1986) was used TO measure the frequency
of dissociative experiences. The DES is regarded to
measure the trait of dissociativity - the tendency
to experience dissociative experiences in daily life
(Carlson & Pumam, 1993). Although the scale was
not developed for use with normal populations, il
is widely used with both clinical and non·dinical populations. 1l is reponed to have good internal con-

ParticipanL~ first filled out the DE.S, and then expcrienced
the Harvard Scale's induction procedure. (Because of time
constraints, the Harvard Scale induction was shortened br
approximatclr ten minutes br c1imillating redundant phraseology. Previous research indicated no contraindications lO
doing this (Pekala & Kumar, 1984). A two-minute interval
was embedded in the induction during which the subjecL"
were asked to sit quietly with their eyes closed and think of
whatever they liked. After the end ofthe hypnosis procedure,
subjects listed the hypnotic suggesl,ions remembered (after
removal of amnesia), and completed the PCI in reference to
the two-minute interval. The subjecL~ then completed the
I-Ial·..,ard Scale bookie!.

RESULTS
Prelimillary Analyses
Each subject's responses to five pairs of duplicate items
werc examined to assess ino·atestreliability. The average reliability index for each subject was compmed by dividing the
sum of the absolute difference between the item pairs by fi\·e.
Those subjects whose average reliability index exceeded 2.0
were excluded from the analysis (see Pekala [199Ia] for the
rationale for this method of computing reliability). All the
subsequent. analyses are based on 403 subjects.
Three groups of susceptible subjects were identified
using the cut-offscores used by Kirsch, Council, and Wickless
(1990) for the l-Ial1iard Scale: low = 0-4; medium = 5-9; and
high = 10-12. The numbers of subjects falling into the low,
medium, and high susceptible groups were 57 (M = 2.53),
93 (M= 6.91), and 23 (M = 10.64) respeclivelr.
Current literature was examined to decide on the cutoff scores to form the low, medium, and high dissocialive
groups. Using a college population, Sanders, McRoberts, and
Tollefson (1989) asked subjects to respond "not at all, ~ ~.sorne
what, ~ or ''very much ~ to itelllS from a childllood stress invenTory. They found the following average DES scores in response
to the item dealing with unpredictable violence at home as
a child: not at all, 14.2; somewhat, 18. I; and very much, 19.1.
For the item related to how stressful their childhood was,
the mean DES scores were 12.5, 16.2, and 22.6 respectively.
For items dealing with physical or psychological abuse the
mean DES scores were: no abusc, 11.9; either physical or psychological abuse; 16.2, and both physical and psychological
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TABLE 1
Cross-tabulation of Frequencies of Subjects
Across DES and Harvard Scales

Low

DES
High
Medium

Total

Harvard

Low

40

54

10

104

Medium

48

104

36

188

High

10

22

12

44

Total

98

180

58

336

abuse, 22.6. Ross et al. (1991) used cut-off scores of 5 and
22.6 for low and high dissociative groups. Frischholz et
al.(1990) found that scores between 45 to 56 maximally discriminated between patients with dissociative psychopathology and normals. Draijer and Boon (1993) found
the score of 25 or higher to be optimal in differentiating
patients with dissociative and non-dissociative disorders.
Carlson and Putnam (1993) suggested that scores over 20
may be clinically important, and scores of 30 or more suggest a considerable dissociative component, but not necessarily diagnosable for multiple personality disorder. Carlson
et al. (1993) observed that while 17% of those scoring 30 or
more are likely to have a multiple personality disorder, 99%
of those scoring below are unlikely have the disorder.
Carlson eta!. (1991, cited in Carlson, 1994) also noted amean
of 8.6 in a non-clinical general sample of 523 subjects. Ross,
Joshi, and Currie (1990) found a mean of 10.8 with 1055
subjects. Further data are provided by Murphy (1994) who
found that DES scores above 30 in a non-clinical, non-university population are suggestive of a dissociative disorder.
Considering the above, it seemed reasonable to use the
cut-off of30 to form the highly dissociative group. The selection of the cut-offscore for the low group was governed somewhat by the need to have enough subjects for analysis in the
various cells and simultaneously to use as Iowa score as possible. Consequently, the examination of the frequency distribution suggested using a score of 10 or lower to form the
low group. The medium group was formed using the ¢utoffs of 10.36 and 20 (there were no scores between 10.01
and 10.36). In the present study, the DES cut-off scores, their
percentile ranks (PR) , and means were as follows: lows, 10.00
or lower (PR = 24.3,) M = 6.51; mediums, between 10.36 (PR
= 26.3) and 20 (PR = 69), M = 15.05; and highs, 30 (PR =

86.1) or higher, M = 38.33. Table 1 shows the cross-tabulation of frequencies of subjects across the low, medium, and
high dissociativity and susceptibility groups.
Hypnotizability, Dissociativity,
and Phenommological Experimce
Two sets of three (low, medium, and high dissociativity) X three (low, medium, and high susceptibles) analyses
of variance were done with the 14 minor and 12 major PCl
dimensions as dependent variables to avoid multi-collinearity problems; in each case multivariate analyses (MANOVA)
preceded univariate analyses (ANOVA) of variance.
Minor Dimensions. The multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) showed significant £ values for the two main
effects, dissociativity [Wilks £(28,628)=2.23, p. < .001] and
susceptibility [Wilks £(28,628)=5.89, p. < .001]. The interaction between the two factors was not significant [Wilks
£(56,1223.57)=1.17, p.> .05]. The univariate analyses for the
main effects on the 14 PCl dimensions were evaluated using
p. < .003 to keep the overall type 1 error probability less than
.05. These analyses were followed by post-hoc analyses using
Scheffe's procedure (ex = .01) for both main effects (Tables
2 and 3).
Table 2 shows that the high dissociatives scored significantly higher than lows and mediums on anger, sadness, alterations in body image, perception, and meaning. The differences between the lows and the mediums were not
significant on any of the variables.
For tlle susceptibility factor, there was an increasing trend
of mean scores from low to high susceptibles on joy, love,
alterations in body image, time sense, perception, and
meaning, amoun t ofvisual imagery, and attention directioninward and absorption. Scheffe's post-hoc comparisons
(ex = .01) revealed that the a) low susceptibles differed significantly from both mediums and highs on all nine variables
except meaning, and b) mediums differed from highs on
time sense, perception, and meaning.
MajorDimensions. The MANOVA showed significant£values for the two main effects but not the interaction: dissociativity [£(24,632) = 2.37, P. < .001]; susceptibility [£(24,632)
= 5.89, P. <.001]; interaction [F(48,1219.30) = 1.04, P. > .05].
The ex of .004 was used to keep the overall type I error probability less than .05. For the dissociativity main effect, the
high dissociatives, relative to lows, showed lesser (p. < .004)
rationality, but greater negative affect and altered experience.
For the susceptibility main effect, the high susceptibles,
relative to mediums and lows, showed a decreasing trend on
self-awareness, rationality, volitional control, and memory,
butan increasing trend on positive affect, altered experience,
visual imagery, attention, and altered state of awareness.
Scheffe's post-hoc comparisons (ex = .01) revealed that the
a) lows differed significantly from mediums and highs on all
nine variables except visual imagery (lows did not differ from
mediums, but differed from highs), and b) mediums and
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TABLE 2

Dissociati,ilyand PhcnomcllologiC:11 Experience

pel (Sub)Dimensions

Low

Dissociati\'ity
Med

High

POSili\'c Affect

I. 70

1.91

2.38

3041

.034

I. 70

1.75

2.20

2.11

.123
.165
.Oli

f

JoY
Sexu:11 ExcilcmCll1

1.49

1.76

~.17

1.81

Love

1.90

2.23

2.81

4.15

1.31

1.83

13.90
10.86
11.27

N'--1f.lti\'c Affeci
Anger

1.37

1.34
1.33
1.42

Fear
Altered Experience

1.24

1.28

1.82

2.05

Bod)' I mage

2.06

Time Sense
Perception
Meaning
Visual Image!'),

2.32

2.26
2.74

Sadncs.~

1.31

1.85

2.03
1.59
2.61
2.87

7.07
3.57
2.61
3.02

3.01

2.57
3.4 7

3.02
3.65
3.73

Rationality
Volitional Control
~\'Ielllory

Arou$:11

4.20
1.96

LI-I;M H

2.12

2.46

3.33
4.02
2.37
2.73
4.10
3.71

.045
.000
.000

3.01

2.26

AbsorpliOll
Self-Awareness
Ahcred Slate
Internal Dialogue

LH;MH

1.55

2.66

3.36
3.38

.001

9_.::1_
-9

Vividness
Direction (I Ilward)

6.72
3.19

Amount

Allcnlion

13.96

8.73

2.46

~t50

3.42
3.66
2.76
2.91

~.5~

3.32

!U:!8

3.72

3.29
3.12

3.43

3.10

4.03
2.01

3.68
2.03

LI-I:MI-I
U-UIH

3.10

3.29

1.82

Post-boc

.000
.000
.000
.0·17
.000

2.33

1.53
1.49

e

0.85
0.61
0.82
3.90
'1.70
0.87
S.67
2.82
0.75
0.02

LH;MH

L1V.11"!

LH;MH

.029

.075
.050

.'128
.546
.443
.021
.010
.118
.004
,06\

1..1\-I:I..H;1\11-1

.473
.983

NOll'; Sdlt./ft's tl'oJt illflimtillg signifiralll difJert!llre.s at .OJ level.

highs dilfered signilic<lllll)' on altered experience, ahered
sclf-a\\'ilrclless, altered Slate, \'olitional eOIHrol, and
memory,
Dissociativity, HyprlotiUlbilif)'. alld fI)'1moidaJ Scares
A 3X3 AJ"OVA \\;Ih susccptibilil}' and dissoci:ui\il}' asclas.sification factors and hypnoidal scores as lhe dependent variable \\'as perfonned. It miglll be recalled lhal hypnoidal
scores are predicted Ilan;ard scores compmed from a regres-

sion equation using 10 PCI (sl.lb)dimensions (pekala &
Kumar. 1987). The regression equation was originall)' computed for PCI (sub)dimensions measured on a 7-point scale
(0 to 6). Since thc presenl stud)' uscd a 5-poilH (I to 5) rolling scale. the scorcs were firSI linearly transformed to a 7poinl scale.
The ANOV,\ on Ihe hypnoidal scores revealed thaI the
t\\'O main effects of susceptibilil}' and dissociation [F(2,327)
= 82.49 & 7.19 rcspccti\'e1)'. p:S; .001] were significant. but
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TABLE 3
Hypnotic Susceptibility and Phenomenological Experience

PCI (Sub)Dimensions

Low

Positive Affect

1.60
1.45
1.52
1.84
1.34
1.47
1.40
1.16
1.58
1.84
1.84
1.37
1.38
2.28
1.96
2.61
2.97
3.01
2.91
4.35
1.87
2.73
4.21
4.18
4.49
2.11

Joy
Sexual Excitement
Love
Negative Affect
Anger
Sadness
Fear
AI tered Experience
Body Image
Time Sense
Perception
Meaning
Visual Imagery
Amount
Vividness
Attention
Direction (Inward)
Absorption
Self-Awareness
Altered State
Internal Dialogue
Rationality
Volitional Control
Memory
Arousal

Susceptibility
Med
High

2.00
1.91
1.77
2.32
1.40
1.33
1.54
1.38
2.19
2.46
2.95
1.92
1.62
2.63
2.65
2.61
3.62
3.66
3.55
3.53
2.96
3.01
3.67
3.25
3.91
2.02

2.40
2.25
2.19
2.76
1.67
1.65
2.00
1.45
2.80
2.83
3.79
2.45
2.31
3.10
3.10
3.10
4.01
4.00
4.02
2.95
3.86
3.06
3.23
2.61
3.34
1.64

Post-hoc

I

10.07
11.41
4.23
7.43
4.89
4.18
5.62
3.39
42.76
13.48
39.33
20.74
26.36
6.89
10.32
2.88
26.12
17.31
18.38
24.72
40.47
0.39
13.17
37.76
19.88
2.55

.000
.000
.015
.001
.008
.016
.004
.035
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.001
.000
.058
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.680
.000
.000
.000
.080

LM;LH
LM;LH
LM;LH

LM;LH;MH
LM;LH
LM;LH;MH
LM;LH;MH
LH;MH
LH
LM;LH
LM;LH
LM;LH
LM;LH
LM;LH;MH
LM;LH;MH
LM;LH
LM;LH;MH
LM;LH;MH

Note: Schejfi's lest indicating significant differences at .01 level.

the interaction was not significant [F(4,327) < 1.0]. Scheffe's
post-hoc comparisons (Table 4) revealed significant (ex =.01)
pair-wise differences among the low, medium, and high susceptibles. Likewise the pair-wise differences among the l,?w,
medium, and high dissociative subjects were significant.
Although the interaction was not significant, an examination of the cell means indicates that there was a monotonic
increase in hypnoidal score means from low, medium, to high
susceptibles across the levels ofdissociativity (see Table 4 and

Figure 1). Thus, it would seem that the categories (i.e., LL,
LM, LH, ML, MM, MH, HL, HM, HH; where L = low, M =
medium, High = H) formed with susceptibility as the row
(first letter in parenthesis above) and dissociativity as the column variable (second letter in parenthesis above) form a
nice ordinal scale of the level of hypnoidal state achieved by
these subjects.
The correlation across all subjects between the DES and
the hypnoidal score was .27 (~< .001,!! = 403), and between
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lhc Harvard and the hypnoidal scores was.6O (U < .001, II '"
403). The lallef result is consistent IVilh Pebla and KUl11ar
(1987) and Forbes & Pekala (1993) who found correlations
I)f .65 and .61 respectively.

TABLE 4
Hypnoidal Scorcs as a Function of
Susceptibility and Dissoci'l.liviry

Di.uooativity and H)'lmoti:D.biJity
The correlation between the DES and l..hc Han'ard Scale
"'as

.23 (n s 403, I! < .001). A Z test comparing the propor-

Low

tions (see Table I for frequencies) of high (.2727) and low
(.2272) dissodatiw subjccLS who were high susceptiblt:s was
not significam (~= 0.30, U > .05). The proportions of high
(.0962) and low (.3846) dissodalivcs who were low suscq>tibles differed significantly <Z = 3.05.12: < .01).
Furthermore. twO two-war (3 X 3) ANOVAs were done
on DES and Harvard scores as depcndentvariables wilh suS'"
ceplibilil}' and di.ssociati...il)' as classification factors. Again
lIlulti\~drialC analyses preceded univariate anal)'SCs. The
MA..\lOVA indicated that all three CffCWi were significam: dissociativity main effect [Wilks f(4,652) = 245.73. 12 < .0011;
susceptibility main en'ect (Wilks[(4,652) = 187.0 1,12< .001 J:
and interaction [Wilks f(8,652) • 2.61, 12:: .008J. For the
univariate anal)'SCs the a of .025 was used to establish significance.
Further univariate analysis ofvariance on the DES scores
re\'ealed that although the dissociativiry and sllsceptibility
main effects were significant If(2,327) = 860.36 and 8.75, 12
< .001], the interaction was marginally significant [f(4,327)
:: 2.78; 12 < .027]. $chcOC's post-hoc comparisons (a =.01)
sho....·cd thc three di.ssociativiry groups (low, medium, and
high) to differ significantly from each other (sec Table 5).
Similara.nal)"SCSon the threes1l.5ceptibilit}'groups (10....., medium,and high) showed that the)'diffel'cdsignificantly (a::.Ol)
from each other (sec Table 5). The interaction effect suggested that the differences on the DES scores among the low,
medium, and high susceptiblcs for the low and medium dissociativiry subjects werc smaller than for the high dissocia·
tivity subjects. For the latter group, the difference between
the low and 1Ilt.'dium slisceptibies was relati\'e1y smaller than
the high sllsceptible group.
The univariate anal)'Sis using Harvard scores as the
dependent variable revealed the main effect of susceptibility to be significant [f(2,327) = 573.54, 12 < .001). SchellC's
pair-wise (a =.01) comparisons revealed that the three susceptibility groups differed significantly from each other (see
Table 6 for the means). However the dissociativily main and
interaction effects werc not significam [f(2,327) < 1.0 and
f(4, 327) :: 2.51, l! > .025 respectin::ly).

Dissociativity
Medium
High

Mean

SusceptibililY

1.78

2.18

2.54

2.06

!!

(40)

(54)

(10)

( 104)

Mediulll

3.85

4.43

5.02

4.40

!!

(48)

(104)

(36)

( 188)

J-I igh

5.40

6.20

7.26

6.31

!!

( 10)

(22)

( 12)

(44)

I\k,m

3.16

3.97

5.06

!!

(98)

(ISO)

(58)

Low

TABLE 5
DES Scores for Susceptibility and
Oissociati\'ity Categories

Low

Di.ssociativity
Medium
High

Mean

Susceptibility

Low

6.28

14.60

36.54

!!

(40)

(54)

(10)

Medium

6.47

15.06

37.20

!!

(48)

( 104)

(36)

(188)

1-1 igh

7.57

16.14

43.19

2 L57

!!

( 10)

(22)

( 12)

(44)

Mean

6.51

15.05

38.33

!!

(98)

( 180)

(58)

13.51
( 104)

17.11

DISCUSSION
The cUl-offscores uscd in the fOt"m,llion of the three dissociativit), and susceptibility groups (low, mcdium, and
high) seem to have formed three distinclgroups for each of
the variables as suggested by the highly significant f values
(Q < .001) for the main effects in Tables 5 and 6.

PhellomCllologirol &penellce
The rcsults of the study show that wllite the main efTccts
of dissociativity and hypnotizability were significant, their
interaction was nOl significant in determining phenomenological experiences. An examination of Tables 2 and 3 indi-
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FIGURE 1
Hypnoidal and Harvard Scores as a Function of
Susceptibility and Dissociativity
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TABLE 6
Harvard Scores for Susceptibility and Dissociativity

Low

Dissociativity
Medium
High

Mean

Susceptibility

Low

2.30

2.82

1.90

2.53

!!

(40)

(54)

(10)

(104)

Medium

6.94

6.81

7.91

6.91

!!

(48)

(104)

(36)

(188)

10.21

10.59

11.08

10.64

!!

(10)

(22)

(12)

(44)

Mean

5.38

6.07

7.09

!!

(98)

(180)

(58)

High

cates that while the three dissociative groups differed on 8
PCI (sub)dimensions, the three susceptibility groups significantly differed on 18 (sub)dimensions. The phenomenological parameters which differentiated the high, medium,
and low dissociative subjects were similar in some ways to

those that differentiated the high, medium, and low susceptible groups. The high di sociatives, relative to low and
the medium, showed increased altered state ofawareness and
altered experience (body image, perception, meaning), but
decreased rationality. The same differences were also significant when the three susceptibility groups were compared.
There were some phenomenological parameters which differentiated the dissociative groups, but not the susceptibility groups, and vice-versa.
The high dissociatives , relative to the low and medium,
showed increased negative affect (anger & sadness). In contrast, the high susceptibles , relative to the medium and low,
showed increased positive affect Uoy), attention (directioninward and absorption), but decreased self-awareness, memory, and volitional control.
These results support the contention that dissociativity
and hypnotizability are related but different constructs
(Carlson, 1994).
The pattern of results for the high susceptibility group,
relative to the low (and, in some cases medium) - increased
attention (direction-inward and absorption) and altered selfawareness, altered state, but decreased rationality, and volitional control - fits the classic suggestion effect for hypnosis as suggested in the literature and in large measure
replicates previous research (see Pekala, 1991a). However,
the same cannot be said for the high dissociative group. The
greater anger and sadness on the part of high, compared to
low, dissociatives is interesting and warrants further research
in tenns of what types of memories or reflections may have
caused them to be angry and sad. While the high, relative to
the low and medium dissociatives, showed decreased rationality, there were no differences on volitional control, selfawareness, absorption, and memory. The lack of significant
difference on absorption and memory is surprising in view
of the assumption that DES measures aspects of memory as
well as absorption and imaginative involvement (Carlson,
1994) .
Dissociatiuity and Hypnotizability
The data in the present study also allowed the examination of the relationship between dissociativity and hypnotizability. Consisten t ,,~th the results of other studies, the
correlation between DES and the Harvard Scale was low (r
= .23, 12 < .001) across all subjects. Furthermore, the three
susceptibility groups significantly differed from each other
on DES scores. This result is consistentwith that reported by
Perry (cited by Carlson, 1994) except for the differences in
mean DES values between the two studies. While Perry reported 10.3, 18.5, and 30.8, for the low, medium, and high susceptibility groups, the con'esponding means in the present
study were 13.51, 17.11, and 21.57. Interestingly, however,
the low, medium, and high dissociativity groups did not differ significantly on the Harvard scores despite an increasing
trend from the low to medium to high group.
The as)'!!lmetrical relationship between susceptibility and
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dissodati\'ity rna)' Ix: understood by examining the rre·
qllcncics resulting ill \~lriClllS cells h)' I he lise of the paniClIlar cll1-olfscores (scc Table I), While the high dissociatives
,,'cre ('(luaU)' likely (n > .05) to be high (27.27%) and low
(22.71 %) susceptibles, Ihe low dissociatives group were less
likely to be high (9.62%) than low (38.46%) susceptibles U!
< .01). These results suggest that while the low dissociali\'cs
lend 10 be 10\\' slI"Ccptib1c. the high dissociau\'cs could go
either way (i.e.. high or low susceptibles). Thus. there were
enough high dissociatives wllo were low slisceptibies to make
the difference" in the DES scores llon-signific-.uH.
These results arc inconsiSlCIlI \\ilh Carlson and 1~l[nalll's
(1989) condusiOiI that -" highlydissociati\'c person will necessarily be highly MI.l>Ceptible. but low or moder.nely dissoci;llin: persons could show an)' degree ofhypnotiz;:lbility- (p.
35). The results of the present stud)' make sense ifone \icws
dissociati\'it)' ;:IS a c;:II>.ildt), 10 dissociatc; a highly dissociati\'e
indi\idual rna)' somelimes be unwilling to exercise that capacit}'within tilt: context ofa h)'Pnotic induction. The lows ha\·e
less of that capaeit)' and thus the)' ma)' ha\'c difficulty
responding to some ofthe sllggestion~on the Harvard Scale.
Interesting results were obtained when h)'Plloidal scores
(predicted Harvard scores frOIll PCI) were analrlcd. The
main effect of dissoeiativit)' suggests (sec Table 4) that the
hypnoidal scores increased with the Icvel ofdissoci;ni\it)'suggesting that the high dissochlli\'es. vis-a-vis lows amI mediums. were Inore likely to experience the su~jecti\'e Of phenomenological a:.pecLS associated with highly susceptible
subjects during hrpnu.~is. Yet anol her il1lerestillg result (sec
Figure I) was the monotonic increase ill h)lllloidal scores
with an increase illtlJC level ofcategory formed by using both
susceptibility (firsl kller) and dissociativit)' (second Iene!")
(LL, LM, L11. ML. roo'IM, MIl, II L. 11M. 1111). [n other words.
tbese lindillgs suggest (:I) kceping the [evel ofsusceptibility cOns1<ltll. the higher til(' diss()("iat il'e score the greater the
depth of trance achiewd. and (b) higher [evels of susceptibility combined Wilh higher levels of dissociati\'ity arc associated wilh gre;l1er deplh of tnlllce.
If Olle uses tIl(' Clll-on· of 7.0 or hig-her as e\idence of
being in a hyplloidal state (Pekala &- Nagler. 1989), then only
Iligll susceptible Sllbjcct~ will) al'l·lliglllydissociative arc likely to experience phenomenological en·ect.~ associated with
being in a dcep h)'pllotic tr'Ulce. It is 10 be noted that the
average h)1llloidal score for lIlt' high sllsceptible group \\~dS
somewhatlO\l'er than theg-rollpwhich was high on both characteristics.
These results ~llgge~lthat hnlllOidal scnrc..'S prmide additional inlorm:uion beyond Ihat prodded b}' I br...ard scores
when predicting the le\'eI of tr.lIlce achic\'ed by highly dis"OCiativc subjects. These results hig-hliglu the imponance of
assessing the phenomenologically-based h)lmoidal efft.'Cts in
addition to the traditional bchil\"ior.lll}·-ba.sed sllsceptibilit),
"Corcs. Howe\,el·. furthcl' rc"Carch i.. \.''In'llltc..'d to repliClte
the present study results.

DlSSOClU10\.

'.IX.

CONCLUSION
The present slud>"s resulLs suppon prior findings by
other investigators that a modest rclationship exists between
dissociati\'ity and h)plltlli.mhilit),. However, the finding thai
high dissociativcs could either be high or low susccptibles is
inconsistent "'ith Carlson and Putnam'sobsen<ltion that high
dissociati\'es arc high I) su.sceptihle. but low or mcdiulII subjects cOllld show ,Ill}' degree of h}vnOlizabilit}'.
The dal:'1 funher support the contention tllat the capilcil) for 11)'Pllutitabilit)· and Ihe Glp;:lcit)' to dissociate in e\"el)da}'life arc related but distinct cOnStnlCUl (Carlson. 1994. p.
<18) givcn lhe way thc}' were related to phenomenological
cXIx:riellccs during a hypllotic induction. Although the t..·o
trailS did nOI intcraCI in determining phenomenolOf.:,rical
expclicnces. thc data suggest tll,U subjects high on botll tr..lits
werc more likc1)' to expericncc a hypnoidal stilte (the subjecli\,e tr,IIlCC statC on I)' achic\'ed by the most highly hnlllotiLablc subjects during hypnosis) .•
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